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WHY CHOOSE US
We are a family-run business, and this
shows in everything that we do. We are
friendly, approachable, and incredibly
proud of our products and service,
which means that we will always go
above and beyond to ensure that our
range of products is in line with the
needs of our customers. We are a close-
knit and dedicated team; customer
happiness is always at the top of the
agenda, and it is this that makes us
stand out from the competition and
keeps our customers coming back,
time and time again.



The green and lavender wreath creates a cool

environment in your home. An inviting fresh

feeling. The collection of metal vines

intertwined in harmony creating a perfect

circle. The lavender wreath captures the

essence of winter without being too festive. 

LAVENDER WREATH

GWD563

Eight distinct metal leaf groupings are artfully arranged

on this handcrafted Gold Finish Recycled Metal Leaf

Wreath that perfectly hangs above a mantel or on a door.

This statement-making seasonal decorative wreath is

handcrafted from reclaimed metal and hand-painted in

seasonal hues. This lovely wreath is a delightful

alternative to traditional evergreen wreaths.

GOLDEN LEAVES WREATH

GWD528

Bring autumn right in-front of your door step.

The collection of leaves and flowers with the

perfect autumn colors gives a warm inviting

feeling into your home. Made from a mix of

new and reclaimed metal, each wreath is

hand-formed, hand-welded and hand-

painted. 

AUTUMN WREATH

GWD673

Its minimalist design makes it the perfect
starting point for a more elaborate
decorating scheme on a front door, the
colour and design is not your typical-looking
wreath. Still, the unique design is captivating
and different. Perfect for spicing up your
space. 

GINGKO LEAVE WREATH

GWD562



This abstract wall design is perfect for outdoor. The hidden

face behind the lush cool tone green colour brings complexity

to the piece. It's a wall art to spice up your garden and

definitely a perfect conversational starter. Handcrafted from a

mix of new and reclaimed metal, each is hand-formed, hand-

welded and hand-painted. 

This is a classic sun and moon combination piece of art. The moon

highlights the essence of the nighttime with cool blue and white

tones, while the sun highlights daylight with warm orange red and

yellow tones. The perfect wall art to show a sense of balance, with

a splash of colour into your space. Handcrafted with a mix of new

and reclaimed metal, each is hand-formed, hand-welded and

hand-painted. 

A wall decor made with both GRC and metal. A perfect

combination to captivate the features on the face of the sun

and moon. The hand-painted designs around the faces

create a unique and playful feel. Handcrafted from a mix of

new and reclaimed metal, each wreath is hand formed,

hand-welded and hand-painted.

The magical luna butterfly is hand painted with green and gold

highlighting the real specie. This decoration is perfect anywhere in

your home. The small designs around the butterfly add character

to the butterfly. But overall the wall art is a statement piece

perfect to show off in your space. 

GREENMAN WALL DÉCOR

GWD257G

GWD498

GWD588

GWD540

STAR MOON SUN RAYS

SUN MOON WALL ART

LUNA MOTH BUTTERFLY 

KOI WALL ART

GWD662 GWD547

GINGKO WALL DÉCOR
A two dimensional wall art featuring twin koi’s

swimming around each other, symbolizes perfect

harmony. The turquoise color with a splash of gold adds

character to your space. The hand torched patterns on

the koi makes your piece unique from everyone else’s. 

A minimalist wall art with royal colours to
elevate your living room. The gold accent on
the tip of the ginkgo leaves gives a touch of
divine feminine energy. Eye-catching but not
too loud, elevating your living room. 



Bring festive joy into your home this Christmas with the holly berry

leaves Wreath, is the perfect minimalist Christmas wreath to keep your

space elegant and festive. Featuring a collection of holly berries on

dark grey bronze leaves. The half wreath really brings out a clean and

minimalist feel into your space. Handcrafted by Balinese woman

artisans from a mix of new and reclaimed metal, each wreath is hand-

formed, hand-welded and hand-painted.

Bring the autumn season into your home. This

minimalist wall decor of a maple tree is perfect

indoors and outdoors anywhere in your home. The

metallic shiny finish on the leaves highlights the

autumn season without it being too festive. 

This golden dove gracefully carries a circular olive branch as a

symbol of peace through the holidays. It is handcrafted of durable

iron with a weather-protective coating. This statement-making

seasonal decorative wreath is handcrafted from reclaimed metal

and hand-painted in gold hues. This lovely wreath is a delightful

alternative to traditional evergreen wreaths.

Balinese artisans hand-cut, weld, and paint dozens of leaves and

flowers to create the stunning headdress that surrounds this

mystical Forest Woman's face. The bronzed lady is complemented

by leaves and flowers painted in shades of copper and green to

give the piece a naturally aged appearance. Let this stunning wall

art add the beauty of the living world to any wall inside or outside

your home.

HALF WREATH LEAVE

GWD537

GWD412

GWD591

GWD545

GRAFE WALL ART

GOLD DOVE WREATH

FOREST LADY WALL ART

LEAVES BUTTERFLY
WALL ART

GWD451 GWD672

LEAVES WREATH

The abstract butterfly made entirely of a different

combination of leaves gives a warm, whimsical feel to

your home. The Elegant butterfly is dressed in autumn-

coloured leaves, which is perfect to invite the season in.

Handcrafted by Balinese artisans from a mix of new and

reclaimed metal.

Showcase your autumn festivities with the
wreath that has all the autumn leaves
combined. Brushed with shiny metallic neutral
clean colours, it is perfect to put anywhere in
your home, especially that front door welcoming
all guests. Handcrafted by Balinese artisans
from a mix of new and reclaimed metal.
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TREES
WALL
DECOR

Bring the autumn season into your home. This minimalist

wall decor of a maple tree is perfect indoors and outdoors

anywhere in your home. The metallic shiny finish on the

leaves highlights the autumn season without it being too

festive

GREEN
WOMAN
WALL ART
Spice up your garden with a fun abstract

wall decoration. This 2 dimensional design

makes it accessible for you to pin it on your

tree or fence. It features cool green tone

leaves that brings a peaceful natural feel

into your home. This combination of

recycled metal and strong light weight

reinforced cement gives it a sophisticated

and unique look.
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A vibrant and eye-catching decorative piece

to spice up your sitting garden space. This

colourful sitting frog is completed with a

Coffe cup which will definitely bring a smile

and a perfect garden accent to edge off your

table. Each frog with a mug is hand made

from recycled oil drums and hand painted.

SITTING FROG WITH MUG

GGA012

Full of vibrant colours this tea-sipping frog will

be the highlight of your space. The frog decor

featuring her long eyelashes and flower choker

neckless brings a touch of femininity and

colour into your garden. This frog decor frog is

hand-made from recycled oil drums on the

Island of Bali and hand painted.

SET OF 2 FROG BABIES

GGA012BS2

Full of vibrant colours this tea-sipping frog

will be the highlight of your space. The frog

decor featuring her long eyelashes and flower

choker neckless brings a touch of femininity

and colour into your garden. This frog decor

frog is hand-made from recycled oil drums in

the Island of Bali and hand painted.

TEA SIPPING FROG

GGA012G

What better way to wake up your garden
space than with this metal rooster statue.
Embossed designs add extra style and
dimension. Complete with vibrant colours
and a detachable flower neckless. Hand
made from recycled metal and hand-
painted.

METAL STATUARY ROOSTER WITH FLOWER

GGA345
 



This decorative metal frog playing the saxophone

will guarantee to make some noise. Showcase

your love for music playfully by decorating your

garden with this magenta vibrant frog. Hand-

painted and made from recycled metal.  

Shaped in a slender silhouette, this artisan-made Glass Infused Teak Candle Holder lets flickering

candlelight take center stage. A seven-step, multi-day process makes this candle holder a one-of-a-kind,

conversation-worthy art piece. Set on the hearth or as a tabletop centerpiece, this unique holder is full of

artisanal charm. Candle not included.

This decorative metal frog playing the Violin will

guarantee to make some noise. Showcase your love for

music playfully by decorating your garden with this

orange vibrant frog. Hand-painted and made from

recycled metal.  

FROG PLAYING SAXOPHONE
 

GGA357SX

GGD202L
 

GGA357VI
 

GGD202S
 

WOOD RESIN CANDLE
HOLDER LONG

 

FROG PLAYING VIOLIN
 

WOOD RESIN CANDLE
HOLDER SHORT

FROG PLAYING
BASS

GGA357BS GGA357GT
 

FROG PLAYING GUITAR
This decorative metal frog playing the double bass

will guarantee to make some noise. Showcase your

love for music playfully by decorating your garden

with this green vibrant frog. Handmade from

recycled metal on the Island of Bali and hand-

painted each frog is unique.

This decorative metal frog playing the guitar will
guarantee to make some noise. Showcase your
love for music playfully by decorating your
garden with this blue vibrant frog playing the
guitar. Handmade from recycled metal and
painted on the island of Bali each frog is unique.



Bring zen and calmness into your space with the

beautifully and intricately hand-carved buddha

centrepiece. Its wooden material adds an

element of natural beauty to your home. Each

piece is hand carved on the island of Bali. Each

statue is one of a kind and unique. 

Handcrafted from a single teak wood log, the

natural details of the five entwined chains on this

Hand-Carved Teak Wood Chain Sculpture show

both structural integrity and masterful carving

technique.

Bring a feeling of serenity into your space with the goddess
Lakshmi, the Hindu goddess of wealth and purity. This is the
perfect decoration for your garden. It is not only beautiful and
carved intricately it is multifunctional, it is cast in strong and
lightweight reinforced cement and features a wide bowl. Perfect
for a bird bath or bird feeder allowing wildlife to enjoy your
garden.

WOODEN BUDDHA

GGA135

GGA317

GSS036S

GGA268

TEAK WOOD CHAIN

LAKSHMI GRC STATUE

DRAGON MOON DÉCOR

SMALL TURTLE

GSS162S GSS162L

LARGE TURTLE
This delightful turtle mom and baby duo will be the perfect garden accent for your home. The

shell of the turtle cast in GRC with intricate, realistic details, with a combination of recycled

metal for its fins and head, makes it unique. The elegant finish off turquoise and neutral brown

make a perfect combo. Hand made and from recycled metal and hand painted so each is unique.

This enchanting and dynamic hand-crafted metal

dragon and moon hanging decor is a guaranteed

conversational starter. The shades of blue and

splash of gold were carefully chosen to

romanticize the night time.
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Create a relaxing visual display with our exclusive
“place anywhere” garden stakes. The calming
Buddhist symbols are ideal for Japanese gardens,
rock gardens, or front door décor set inside planters.
Gratitude- Its symbol is a reminder to be
appreciative of the benefits received and to see the
best in those around us.

GRATITUDE ZEN GARDEN STAKE

GGD160

Create a relaxing visual display with our exclusive “place
anywhere” garden stakes. The calming Buddhist symbols are
ideal for Japanese gardens, rock gardens, or front door
décor set inside planters. Journey - The spirals are meant to
symbolize the twists and turns in life, and the straight lines
the moment one reaches enlightenment or peace and
harmony.

JOURNEY ZEN GARDEN STAKE

GGD161

Create a relaxing visual display with our exclusive “place
anywhere” garden stakes. The calming Buddhist symbols
are ideal for Japanese gardens, rock gardens, or front door
décor set inside planters. Meditative- Bringing the palms
together in front of the heart space symbolizes honour and
respect toward yourself and toward the universe. This
mudra expresses love and gratitude.

MEDITATIVE ZEN GARDEN STAKE

GGD163

Place this copper finish Chakra Garden and
Planter Metal Stakes down a garden path or
in a planter to let energy flow around you.
Each chakra has a unique meaning,
orientation, and healing potential and
reminds us of the strength of mind.

CREATIVITY CHAKRA PLANTER STAKE

GGD187CRE
 
 



Create a relaxing visual display with our exclusive
“place anywhere” garden stakes. The calming
Buddhist symbols are ideal for Japanese gardens,
rock gardens, or front door décor set inside
planters. Lotus- The lotus can be analogous to
how we rise from our sufferings to reach
enlightenment, beauty, and clarity.

This trio will give an inviting feel into your garden, its bronze finish

ables it to fit in anywhere. Its design is timeless, and the unique heart

shape gives the feeling of love into your space. 

Beautifully hand-carved by our artisan partners in

Indonesia, these wooden mushroom stakes take on a

charming textural appearance in a planter or flower

bed. Beautifully hand-carved from chinaberry wood,

these stakes are one-of-a-kind garden sculptures .

LOTUS ZEN GARDEN STAKE

GGD162

GGA313S3
 

GGD213S3

WOOD RESIN CANDLE HOLDER LONG
 

WOODEN MUSHROOM STAKE

LOVING CHAKRA
PLANTER STAKE

GGD187LOV GGD187CON

CONFIDENCE CHAKRA
PLANTER STAKE

Place this copper finish Chakra Garden and
Planter Metal Stakes down a garden path or in a
planter to let energy flow around you. Each
chakra has a unique meaning, orientation, and
healing potential and reminds us of the
strength of mind over matter .

These calming symbols are ideal for meditation
gardens, rock gardens, or as front door décor
set inside planters. Confidence- This is the
energy centre associated with self-belief, self-
worth, ego, courage, confidence, and personal
power



Spin and twist these sculpted spheres
through the sand to create captivating
patterns and shapes. Their large-scale size
makes them equally as intriguing as garden
accents. Create a serene feeling by rolling the
Zen Garden Spheres through the sand to see
the pattern left behind. 

LINE SPHERE

GSS137LIN

Spin and twist these sculpted spheres through the
sand to create captivating patterns and shapes.
Their large-scale size makes them equally as
intriguing as garden accents. Create a serene
feeling by rolling the Zen Garden Spheres through
sand to see the pattern left behind.

WEAVE SPHERE

GSS137WEA

Spin and twist these sculpted spheres
through the sand to create captivating
patterns and shapes. Their large-scale size
makes them equally as intriguing as garden
accents. Create a serene feeling by rolling
the Zen Garden Spheres through sand to see
the pattern left behind. 

TEARDROP SPHERE

GSS137 TEA
 

Spin and twist these sculpted spheres through
the sand to create captivating patterns and
shapes. Their large-scale size makes them
equally as intriguing as garden accents. Create a
serene feeling by rolling the Zen Garden Spheres
through sand to see the pattern left behind. 

SWIRL SPHERE

GSS137SWR



Follow a peaceful path along the
zen stepping stones and create
your own unique flow. Hand
crafted light weigh and durable
stepping stones, perfect and
inviting for your home. Each with
its own flow pattern, creating a
sense of ease and peace. 

ZEN STEPPING STONE

GSS130DW

ABSTRACT ZEN
STEPPING STONE

GSS130ABS GSS130CIR

CIRCLE ZEN
STEPPING STONE

Follow a peaceful path along
the zen stepping stones and
create your own unique flow.
Hand crafted light weigh and
durable stepping stones,
perfect and inviting for your
home. Each with its own flow
pattern, creating a sense of
ease and peace. 

Follow a peaceful path along
the zen stepping stones and
create your own unique flow.
Hand crafted light weigh and
durable stepping stones,
perfect and inviting for your
home. Each with its own flow
pattern, creating a sense of
ease and peace. 

The majestic butterfly wreath
colored in antique gold decorates
your space perfectly if you want
that elegant mysterious feeling.
The butterfly wreath is designed
where a group of butterflies are
flying together in a perfect circle.
This flying illusion gives a warm
and harmonious feeling.

GOLDEN BUTTERFLY WREATH

GWD510GOLD



This multifunctional teak wood two Tier server is the
perfect timeless piece to have in your home. Not only
is it a beautiful hand-crafted wooden server it also
serves as a plant holder perfect outdoors, or even to
hold fruits and as a dessert display tray, perfect for
your dinning room or kitchen! Made in Bali Indonesia. 

TEAK TWO TIER SERVER

GPL152

A wooden root basket each with its own character, perfect
to spice up your space. You will find that these
multifunctional rustic baskets are versatile and the perfect
timeless piece you need in your home. Whether to store
your fruits or even use as a planter, it is a stunning
decorative accent where ever you put it. Hand crafted by
artisans from Bali, Indonesia. 

ROOT BASKET

GPL154

The perfect centrepiece for your space.
Highlight your dining or living room
table with the long rustic teak wood
basket. Each basket is carved and
shaped by hand. Made in Bali, Indonesia
by artisans.

TEAK RECTANGLE BASKET

GPL157

Who would thought something 100%
recycled could look this stunning! Hand
made by artisans with recycled driftwood
and recycled glass, each glass bowl has
been hand blown to mould perfectly with
the wooden shape base. 

WOOD/GLASS SCULPTURE

GPL052



elevate your storage units with these strongly made

hand-woven banana bark baskets. These baskets are

made to hold up to more than 50kg (less thank 90kg)

worth of storage. These baskets will bring character

to your space. Each hand woven is made in Indonesia. 

This 3 Tier stunning natural woven basket is the
perfect storage and artistic decor combo.
Hand-made woven water-hyacinth material,
durable and timeless. This 3 tier basket and its
neutral colour make it easy for you to place it
anywhere in your home! In your living room to
display plants, as a fruit or vegetable basket or
even in your room to spice up your closet and
wardrobe storage. Each is carefully hand
woven, by artisans in Java, Indonesia.   

elevate your storage units with these strongly made

hand-woven banana bark baskets. These baskets are

made to hold up to more than 50kg (less thank 90kg)

worth of storage. These baskets will bring character to

your space. Each hand woven is made in Indonesia. 

BANANA BARK BASKET S3

GPL169S2

GPL169 GPL219

BANANA BARK BASKET S2

HANGING PLANTER

HANGING WOOD/GLASS
SCULPTURE

GPL052W GPL115

GLASS VASE WITH STAND
This eco-chic recycled glass and reclaimed

driftwood sit perfectly on your wall. Handmade

by artisans with recycled wood and recycled

glass, each glass bowl has been hand blown to

mould perfectly with the wooden shape base. 

Hand-made and unique mouth-blown tube glass vase
will be the highlight of your space. Its delicate look
brings elegance into your home, this one-of-a-kind
recycled reclaimed wood and recycled glass vase
each one has been mouth blown to mould perfectly
with the wooden shape base. The glass bowl is
removable and easy to clean. 



Perfect for dog lovers, this dog-catching bone spinner
is an adorable addition to your garden. Featuring a
Labrador dog, reaching for its bone, this garden
spinner also spins when the wind blows directly
through it. Each one is hand-painted with recycled
metal in Bali Indonesia. 

 This little guy will surely spice up your garden. Bring a
touch of wildlife into your garden with the iguana
spinner. Hand-painted green with touches of yellow
and brown gives a detailed realistic look to the decor.
Hand crafted with recycled metal and hand painted
by Balinese woman artisans. 

The classic cat-catching mouse pair. This spinner gives

whimsical and fun touch to your garden, not only does the

brown and copper colour make it easy for you to blend into

your garden, but it also spins as the wind blows directly to

it. Each one is hand-painted with recycled metal in Bali

Indonesia.  

DOG SPINNER

GSP008

GSP005

GSP001

GST057

IGUANA SPINNER

CAT MOUSE SPINNER

TURTLE FOOT STOOL

S/3 DRAGON POT SITTER

GPL171S3 GMO017

FISH MOBILE COPPER
 Add some color and character to your pots with these colorful

baby dragon trio pot hangers. The Dragon pot sitters are

designed to hang perfectly on the sides of your pots,

containers, tubs or anything that has a “lip”. They are great to

spice up your green plants because of their vibrant

colors.Featuring a detailed crafted wings and dragon body,

each hand crafted by recycled metal and hand painted by

Balinese woman artisans. 

A stunning abstract Fish mobile. The
perfect minimalist hanging art for your
space. Its neutral copper and brown
colour are perfect to hang anywhere in
your home. Each one is hand-painted
with recycled metal in Bali Indonesia. 

This little guy Is the perfect multifunctional
accent for your garden or living room. Built
sturdy with strong recycled metal, it can be
used as a table or even a footstool. Each
one is hand-painted by Balinese woman
artisans. 



A fun table top perfect for your space

outdoor, bring a whimsical feel to your

outdoor furniture set and be let the frog

table be the talk of your next garden party.

Featuring a lotus leaf as the table top and

three frogs holding it up. Sturdy, made with

strong recycled metal. Each one is hand

painted with recycled metal in Bali

Indonesia. 

GST018

This little guy Is the perfect multifunctional

accent for your garden or living room. Built sturdy

with strong recycled metal, it can be used as a

table or even a footstool. 

SCOTTY FOOT STOOL

GST064

THREE FROGS TABLE

JACK RUSSEL FOOT STOOL

GST050 GST017

DACSHUND FOOT STOOL
This little guy Is the perfect multifunctional

accent for your garden or living room. Built sturdy

with strong recycled metal, it can be used as a

table or even a footstool. Featuring a bright red

collar. Each one is hand-painted with recycled

metal in Bali Indonesia. 

This little guy Is the perfect multifunctional
accent for your garden or living room. Built
sturdy with strong recycled metal, it can be
used as a table or even a footstool. Each
one is hand-painted with recycled metal in
Bali Indonesia. 

GPL132

Shaped like a blooming flower this teak bowl will most definitely

never be be dull to look at. Hand carved from the salvaged root of a

teak tree, it’s solid and durable nature makes it timeless and easy for

you to use for anything. From a fruit basket to an outdoor plant

holder. Made in Bali, Indonesia by artisans. 

LARGE TEAK BOWL
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LIMITED EDITION
HOME & GARDEN
DECOR PRODUCTS

THANKYOU

Inspiration
for the
Modern
home
owners

Best picks across the globe
Home Decor Hub is a home and gardening decor
brand that gives you the tools you need to design

your dream home on any budget
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Here's a Gift from Us!
Grab 10% SITEWIDE Discount on
Home Decor Hub website.

Use coupon "HDH10" today! 


